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To Abe Taub, The Universe Man 

He masters the biggest equation 
of the biggest shock wave 
of the biggest bang that ever was. 
Hydrodynamics and entropy, 
they phase him not; 
they are his meat and drink. 
He creates universes right and left. 
To lesser men he leaves the job 
of distinguishing between a left-handed 
and a right-handed Taub universe. 
May he keep waves and shocks, 
stars and universes, 
forever in happy pursuit of one another. 
And may we continue to enjoy 
the fruits of his work 
for many more years. 
Three cheers for Abe Taub, 
The Universe Man! 

John Archibald Wheeler 
High Island 

27 June 1978 
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Preface 

This volume is a collection of essays to honor Professor Abraham H. Taub 
on the occasion of his retirement from the mathematics faculty of the 
University of California at Berkeley. I am happy to report that this does not 
mark his retirement from research; he is still "covering page after page with 
ink," as he puts it. This means that his ideas will continue to play a seminal 
role in the development of general relativity, as they have in the past. 

Abraham Taub was born in Chicago in 1911 and obtained his under
graduate degree from the University of Chicago at the age of twenty. He then 
went to Princeton for graduate study in mathematical physics. His thesis 
advisor was the famous cosmologist H. P. Robertson. Taub's first out
standing achievements are contained in a series of papers on spinors and the 
Dirac equation written between 1934, when he had just received his Ph.D., 
and 1950. Many of the ideas underlying twistor theory are implicit in these 
early papers. In particular, what is now known as local twistor theory was 
developed in the 1930s by Veblen, von Neumann, and Taub. He also did 
fundamental work on the action of the conformai group on spinors; this work 
is basic to modern developments in twistor theory. 

Relativistic hydrodynamics has always been a subject dear to Taub's heart. 
In fact, many basic results on special relativistic fluid flows are due to him, 
and he has been a major contributor to the study of fluid flows near shocks. 
The importance of Taub's work in relativistic hydrodynamics is pointed out 
in the paper by Smarr, Taubes, and Wilson in this book. His interest in 
hydrodynamics led him to develop variational methods in general relativity 
and fluid dynamics. His research on variational methods began with his 
famous 1954 paper on perfect fluids and still continues with several key review 
articles written in recent years. The so-called Taub conserved quantities arose 
from Taub's work on variational methods, and these quantities are playing an 
essential role in the development of linearization stability theory, as discussed 
in the contribution by Fischer, Marsden, and Moncrief to this volume. 

Taub's single most famous paper is his 1951 Annals of Mathematics article 
entitled "Empty spacetimes admitting a three parameter group of motions." 
This paper gives several spatially homogeneous vacuum solutions to 
Einstein's equations, one of which, when extended to "Taub-NUT" space, is 
well known to every relativist. This solution has played a key role in the 
development of general relativity, for in the words of C. W. Misner, it "is a 
counter-example to almost anything." By providing examples of pathologies 
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XVIII Preface 

that can occur in Einstein universes, Taub-NUT space has been crucial to 
the understanding of singularities. Taub space is the simplest known exact 
vacuum solution with three-sphere spatial topology and thus provides an 
easily understood model of possible behavior in closed universes, as the 
papers by Wheeler and Shepley demonstrate. More generally, Taub's 1951 
paper gave the essential methods used in discusssing homogeneous aniso-
trophic cosmological models. See for example the papers by Jantzen and 
MacCallum. 

In addition to his work in classical general relativity, Taub has been active 
in computer science and analysis; he was instrumental in setting up the 
computer systems at the University of Illinois and at Berkeley. He was one of 
the founders of the now burgeoning field of numerical general relativity. 

Throughout his career, Taub has grappled with the problem of singularities 
in general relativity. He has persuasively argued that the time has come to 
attack the problem of singularities from the point of view of distribution 
theory and that action integrals can be used to define space-time structures at 
singularities. Some of my own current work is concerned with this action 
integral idea of Taub's, and I feel that Taub's approach to singularities will be 
an important complement to the more popular approach of Hawking and 
Penrose. 

Taub has also had an important influence on general relativity through his 
penetrating discussions with his colleagues. These discussions are often 
heated, for Taub is very definite about expressing his point of view. This 
definiteness has occasionally disconcerted scientists who do not know him 
well, and who thus are not aware of his great inner gentleness. In the words of 
his last graduate student, Robert Jantzen, "Professor Taub has a crusty 
exterior, but underneath he is just one big marshmallow!" 

Some of the papers in this Festschrift were delivered at the Berkeley 
Symposium on Relativity and Cosmology, held in August 1978 to honor 
Professor Taub. I am grateful to my colleagues on the organizing committee 
ofthat Symposium, D. Eardley, E. Liang, J. Marsden, and V. Moncrief for 
their assistance in preparing this volume. 

FRANK J. TIPLER 

June 15, 1979 
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Gauge Invariant Perturbation 
Theory in Spatially Homogeneous 
Cosmology 

Robert T. Jantzent 
Department of Physics and Astronomy 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 

Abstract 

Lie group harmonic analysis is applied to the solution of tensor equations on LRS class A 
spatially homogeneous Spacetimes. The techniques developed are used to discuss the Hamiltonian 
dynamics of the linearized vacuum Einstein equations and MoncriePs orthogonal decomposition 
of the linearized phase space adapted to the linearized gauge transformations. This leads to what 
Moncrief has called "gauge invariant perturbation theory" for the class of spacetimes under 
consideration. 

I. Introduction 

In relativity, it is especially important to have examples that 
illustrate the ideas and techniques of the general theory. Spatially homo
geneous cosmology, introduced by Taub several decades ago [1], has served 
a very important role in providing a wealth of examples with which to 
investigate various aspects of the theoretical perspective that has evolved in 
relativity over the intervening years. Misner, Ryan and Ellis, among many 
others, have used this class of spacetimes to study such things as Hamiltonian 
dynamics, singularities, and global structure. Taub participated in these 

t Permanent address: 8 Houston Street, Florida, New York 10921. 
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98 Robert T. Jantzen 

applications at crucial points, most notably being the study of the Taub-Nut 
spacetimes [2] and the important clarification of the role of variational 
principles in spatially homogeneous cosmology [3]. 

Recently, it has been recognized that spatially homogeneous cosmology 
provides extremely nice examples [4] of many of the ideas connected with 
the gauge aspects of relativity as developed by Fischer and Marsden [5], 
Moncrief [6J, Smarr and York [7,8], and others. The various quotient spaces 
("true minisuperspace," "true minisuperphasespace," and their conformai 
analogs) and their relation to the Hamiltonian dynamics, the "true degrees 
of freedom" of the gravitational field (at the "group level") and the geo
metrical slicing techniques [7] of Smarr and York (at the "Lie algebra level") 
is particularly clear in this finite-dimensional context that lends very con
vincing support for the latter techniques. Because one has such a strong 
handle on the spatial aspects of the three-plus-one picture for these space-
times, one can actually reduce the Hamiltonian dynamics by the three-
dimensional diffeomorphism group, thus eliminating the momentum 
constraints and three kinematical degrees of freedom (in the nondegenerate 
case). Using the Hamiltonian constraint to eliminate an additional kine
matical degree of freedom associated with the conformai factor, one obtains 
(in the nondegenerate case) a reduced Hamiltonian system for two gravi
tational degrees of freedom describing the conformai three-geometry of the 
spatially homogeneous slices. In this process, the minimal distortion shift 
vector field of Smarr and York plays a key role. Furthermore, additional 
symmetries of the spatially homogeneous spacetimes lead to nontrivial 
isotropy groups on submanifolds of the configuration and phase spaces and 
singular points in the quotient spaces, leading finally to linearization in
stabilities in a finite-dimensional setting exhibiting all of the features dis
cussed by Fischer and Marsden [5] and Moncrief [6] in the general case. 

During the past decade, Moncrief has developed the Hamiltonian form 
of the linearized Einstein equations based on earlier work by Taub [9] and 
an approach that adapts that variational approach to the "gauge group" of 
relativity, i.e., gauge invariant perturbation theory [10,10a]. This is related 
to his orthogonal decomposition of the linearized gravitational phase space 
and reflects the linearized version of the true degrees of freedom and quotient 
space questions [6]. When the background spacetime has symmetries, 
conserved quantities quadratic in the perturbations exist (originally investi
gated by Taub [9]), which generate the action of the symmetry group on the 
linearized system and which play an important role in linearization stability 
theory when the spacelike slices are compact [6]. However, there exist no 
nontrivial applications of this formalism or nontrivial examples of lineari
zation instabilities. (Moncrief's treatment of spherical symmetry uses an 
oblique decomposition obtained by hand [9].) Naturally, spatially homo-
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geneous cosmology has again offered itself for illustrative purposes. In this 
paper we shall consider the perturbations of the vacuum LRS spatially 
homogeneous spacetimes from a Hamiltonian viewpoint and examine the 
Moncrief decomposition of the canonical variables and its relation to gauge 
invariant perturbation theory [11]. This requires the development of some 
preliminary mathematical machinery associated with local rotational 
symmetry. 

II. Spatially Homogeneous Spacetimes 

Regardless of the source, the spatially homogeneous spacetimes for which 
eigentensor expansion techniques are useful in perturbation theory can be 
divided up into the following four intersecting categories: 

(i) general abelian case (Bianchi type I); 
(ii) general compact case (Bianchi type IX); 
(iii) locally rotationally symmetric (LRS) class A case; and 
(iv) isotropie case (positive, zero, and negative curvature Friedmann 

models). 

Only in the first three cases and their intersection with the last is Lie group 
harmonic analysis useful in analyzing vacuum or nonvacuum perturbations. 

In the type I case (which contains an LRS model and the flat Friedmann 
models), ordinary Fourier analysis applies to the components of tensor 
fields in cartesian coordinates on the flat spacelike slices; the linearized 
Einstein equations reduce to ordinary differential equations (ODEs) on each 
space of fixed Fourier coefficients of the components of all the fields involved 
in the perturbation problem. (Perko et al have used this approach to treat 
the dust case [12].) In the type IX case (which contains an LRS model and in 
the nonvacuum case, the positive curvature Friedmann models), generalized 
Fourier analysis for compact Lie groups applies, and the linearized equations 
reduce to ODEs on each finite-dimensional irreducible subspace of the 
"right tensor dragging representation " associated with the collection of fields 
that are involved. (Hu has examined the vacuum models using this technique 
[13].) In the bi-invariant type IX case (positive curvature Friedmann models), 
Lie group techniques may be used to develop a natural set of tensor harmonics 
that reduce the linearized equations to ODEs on each space of fixed "tensor 
Fourier coefficients" of all the fields of the problem [14]. These harmonics 
and their analytic continuation to the negative curvature case were implicitly 
used by Lifshitz in his classic treatment of the perturbations of the nonzero 
curvature perfect fluid Friedmann models [15] and have been recently 
explicitly evaluated in spherical coordinates by Gerlach and Sengupta [16]. 
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However, in the remaining cases, due to the fact that the irreducible 
unitary representations of a noncompact group are infinite dimensional, Lie 
group harmonic analysis is of no help unless one's attention is restricted to 
models of higher symmetry, the additional symmetry having the effect of 
confining the coupling of the ODEs obtained by expansion techniques to 
finite-dimensional spaces whose generic dimension equals the number of 
independent components of all the fields involved in the perturbation 
problem. The only such models that are not isotropie are the LRS class A 
spacetimes that have a four-parameter isometry group. (We exclude the 
Kantowski-Sachs models and their type III analogs [17].) The vacuum 
models of this category consist of the type IX Taub-Nut spacetimes and their 
analytic continuation to type VIII and their Lie group contraction to type II, 
as well as the LRS Kasner models (the type I and type VII0 LRS models 
coincide) [18,19]. All but the type VIII solutions are contained in Taub's 
original paper on the subject [1]. The linearized Einstein equations for the 
vacuum type IX and perfect fluid models of this category were studied by 
Bonanos without the benefit of variational principle techniques [20]. 

The manifold of a spatially homogeneous spacetime is of the form 
M = R x G where R is the real line with natural coordinate t and G is a 
connected three-dimensional Lie group [4]. All of the structure on each 
component manifold can be identified with analogous structure naturally 
induced on the product manifold. For example, the coordinate vector field 
and one-form on R and tensor fields on G or diffeomorphisms of G into itself 
all induce corresponding fields or diffeomorphisms on M. In particular, the 
Lie algebras g and g of, respectively, left and right invariant vector fields 
on G play important roles when considered as Lie subalgebras of 3£(M). Let 
e = {eaì a n d ê = {ea} be corresponding bases of g and g (i.e., their values 
at the identity agree) with dual bases of, respectively, left and right invariant 
one-forms {ωα} and {ώα} and let C\c = ω\{βα, eb~\) = -â>e([£fl, ëh~\) be the 
components of the structure constant tensor of g in the basis e. The Lie 
brackets of g with g vanish. We assume that e is a canonical basis of g in 
the sense of reference 4. Also introduce the Lie derivative operators La = i #?

6a 
and La = —i^f€a, both of which satisfy commutation relations of the form 

lLa,Lb-] = iCc
abLc. (ILI) 

We shall refer to these, respectively, as right and left angular momentum. 
The Lie algebra g generates the left translations of G into itself, or when 
considered as a Lie subalgebra of 3£{M), the natural left action of G on M. 

The Lorentzian spacetime metric 4^ on M is required to be invariant under 
the natural left action of G on M and to be such that the copies Gt of G in M 
(spatially homogeneous hypersurfaces or slices) are spacelike for values of t 
in some open interval of R ; we shall confine our attention to such an interval 
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when it is not all of R. Since the three-plus-one approach is so natural to 
spatially homogeneous spacetimes considering their natural slicing by 
spatially homogeneous hypersurfaces, we shall use that approach exclusively 
[21]. Choosing zero shift vector field, we may write 

4^ = -N(t)2 dt®dt + gab(t)coa <g> αΑ (ΙΙ.2) 

9 = 9αοω° ® ω6 is a time dependent left invariant metric on G. Indeed any 
spatially homogeneous tensor field on M may be thought of as a collection of 
time-dependent left invariant fields on G in a natural way. (A spatially 
homogeneous tensor field on M is one that is invariant under the left action 
of G on M.) 

For the LRS spacetimes, the matrix g of metric components is of the 
form g = diag(/4, A, B). The matrix π = diag (πΑ, πΛ, πΒ) of mixed com
ponents of the gravitational canonical momentum Π and the matrix R -
diag(K,4, RA, RB) of mixed components of the Ricci tensor R of ^ are also of 
this form, as is the matrix of components of any second-rank tensor that is 
left invariant and LRS like ^ itself. For a given choice of the lapse function 
N(t), solutions (g(t), π(ί)) of the Hamiltonian equations of motion determine 
the spacetime metric. These equations are easily integrated with the Misner 
choice of lapse that assumes that 2/ = Ng1/2A~1 is a positive constant. We 
use the abbreviations g = det g = A2B and δ = (A/B)1/2. 

The nonzero canonical structure constant tensor components for the LRS 
class A types are Cl

2$ = C23i = w, C3u = ^ a n d t n e i r antisymmetric 
counterparts. For the " nondegenerate " types VII0, VIII, and IX, n = 1 and .4 
assumes the respective values 0 , - 1 , and 1, while n = 0 for the "degenerate" 
types I and II and Jf assumes the respective values 0 and 1. A quadratic 
Casimir operator for the right or left angular momentum algebras can be 
introduced for types IX, VIII, and VII0. The right Casimir operator is 
defined by 

L2 = Ji(L\ + Li) + L\ (II.3) 

in the first two cases and in the latter case by 

L2 = L\ + L\. 
The left Casimir operators L2 are obtained by replacing La by La; when 
acting on scalar fields L2 = L2. For type II, L3 = — L3 is itself a Casimir 
operator, while everything commutes in the abelian type I case. 

III. ξ-spin and Spherical Bases 

The additional symmetry for the LRS spacetimes is associated with a 
one-parameter subgroup of automorphisms of G whose action on G is 
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generated by a vector field ξ e aut(G), which induces a rotation of the canonical 
basis e about e3 in a counterclockwise direction : 

-iM3ea = ¥ξβα = s3abeb 

ξθβα = e-WM*ea = eb&„ 0t = exp θ(βι
2 - e\). (ULI) 

{ea
b} is the natural basis of g/(3, R) consisting of matrices whose only non

zero entry is a 1 in the bth row and ath column, while 01 is the matrix of the 
above-mentioned rotation by an angle Θ. The Killing Lie algebra of either 4^ 
or ^ has {ea, ξ} as a basis. Any left invariant LRS tensor field T on G (or 
spatially homogeneous LRS tensor field on M) is annihilated by the corres
ponding Lie derivatives: 

LaT = M3T = 0, (III.2) 

while any left invariant LRS tensor-valued linear differential operator on G 
(or corresponding object on M) must commute with these Lie derivative 
operators. For types VII0, VIII, and IX, ξ = e3 — e3 generates an inner 
automorphism subgroup while e3 — e3 vanishes for types I and II, and ξ 
generates an outer automorphism subgroup. [The three Killing vector fields 
{e3, e3, ξ} are not linearly independent but satisfy the relation n(e3 — e3) = 
ξ.~] The manifold of this subgroup is Sl and it is naturally isomorphic to 
50(2, R). 

It is the existence of this one-parameter group of automorphisms acting 
on (M, 4^) as an isometry group that permits an elegant application of Lie 
group harmonic analysis in the solution of tensor equations on the space-
time that are invariant under the full four-dimensional isometry group. Using 
the canonical frame e, one may introduce a decomposition of M3 into orbital 
and spin parts leading to a notion called £-spin very much like the third 
component of ordinary spin in nonrelativistic quantum mechanics and like 
the third component of the 50(3, R) spin introduced for 5(7(2) in Jantzen 
[14]. [For the type IX case, M 3 coincides with J3 of that reference except 
that only the 50(2, R) subgroup associated with e3 is relevant here.] 

M3 = M°3
Tb + Ms

3
pin, 

M%rh(Ta"bmmmea ® · · · ® cob · · ·) = M3(Ta 'bJea ® · · · <g> œb · · ·, 

Mfn(Ta'b...ea ® · · · ® œb · · ·) = Ta-b„M3{ea ® · · · ® œb · · ·)· (ΙΠ.3) 

By expanding all tensor fields of G of a given type in a left invariant eigenbasis 
of ξ-spin (i.e., eigen tensors of M3) called a "spherical basis," we can apply to 
the "spherical components" (expansion coefficients in a spherical basis) Lie 
group harmonic analysis [22] on the space L2(G) of complex-valued fune-
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tions that are square-integrable with respect to the bi-invariant Lesbesque 
measure associated with the bi-invariant three-form ω 1 2 3 = ω 1 Λ ω 2 Λ ω 3 

on G: 

< / i , / 2 > = ί ω 1 2 3 / ι / 2 , < / , / > < oo, feL\G) (III.4) 

It is the fact that eigentensors of M 3 with different eigenvalues decouple in 
equations invariant under the full isometry group that enables one to reduce 
such equations to ODEs on the spaces of fixed eigenvalues of M 3 and two 
other commuting operators that make a complete commuting set, the 
dimensions of which are generically equal to the total number of independent 
components of all the fields involved. The situation is therefore comparable 
to the general abelian case as far as the harmonic analysis is concerned. 

Since ξ generates rotations of e about e3, one may introduce spherical 
bases that are eigentensors of M 3 by treating e as if it were a cartesian frame 
on R3 and using familiar formulas for the corresponding spherical bases. For 
vector fields, one-forms and second-rank contra variant, co variant and mixed 
tensor fields, introduce, respectively, the spherical bases {eA}, {ωΑ}, {esm}, 
{œsm}, and {œsm}. where A and B assume the values ± 1 , 0 and m the values, 
±2 , ± 1, 0 which label the eigenvalues of M 3 , while s = 0, 1, 2: 

e0 = e3, e±1 = + 2~l/2(el ± ie2\ 

ω° = ω\ ω±ι = + 2"1 / 2(ω1 ± ιω2\ 
esm = C11(sm,AB)eA®eB, 

cosm = C^isrn, ΑΒ)ωΑ ® ωβ, 

còsm = C^ism, AB)eA ® ωΒ. (ΙΙΙ.5) 

We use the caret notation to indicate the mixed form of any second-rank 
tensor. Explicit expressions for the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients appearing 
here may be found in Jantzen [14]. These complex bases all satisfy reality 
conditions of the form 

ë-A = (-l)Ae-A, ê^m = ( - l ) ^ s _ m , (III.6) 

and are dual to each other in the sense that 

^?{eB) = œA(ëï) = δΑ, 

<^>sw) = ceJ^) = ÔSS, ômm,, 
where C represents the natural contraction of tensors with the opposite 
valence. The elements of the covariant and contravariant second-rank 
spherical bases are symmetric for s = 0, 2 and antisymmetric for s = 1. 
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The metric ^ (and indeed any LRS left invariant second-rank covariant 
tensor) may be written in the form 

9 = a?0 + οω20, Μ^ = 0, (III.8) 

where ^0 = ôabœa (g) œb = —^/3ω00 and a and b are certain linear com
binations of A and B. Since the metric has zero ξ-spin, raising and lowering 
indices can only link eigentensors of fixed £-spin. For second-rank tensors, 
this results in a linear transformation on the 5 index on the subspace of fixed 
m values relative to the trivial index raising and lowering associated with the 
metric ^0- It is convenient to have second-rank spherical bases that are 
related by index raising and lowering relative to ^ instead of ^ 0 . This is 
accomplished by introducing the second-rank spherical bases generated by 
treating the orthonormal frame {Ea} = {A~ll2eu A~1/2e2, B~l/2e3} as a 
cartesian frame. Let {Wa} be the dual frame and {EA} and {WA} the corre
sponding spherical bases, defined as in Eq. (III.5). The desired second-rank 
spherical bases are then, 

Esm = CnOw, AB)EA ® £B, 

Wsm = Cuism, AB)WA ® WB, (III.9) 

Wsm = Cnism, AB)EA ® WB. 

The elements of each basis with s Φ Ì span the space of tensors that are either 
naturally symmetric or symmetric with respect to ^. 

Suppose X, σ, and h are a vector field, one-form and symmetric covariant 
second-rank tensor field on G. We define their spherical components to be 
their expansion coefficients in the appropriate spherical basis : 

X = XAeA, XA = ^?(X\ X~A = (-1)AX-A, 

σ = σΑωΑ, σΑ = a(ë~A\ (ΓΑ = (-1)Ασ_Α, (III.10) 

h = hsm Wsm, hsm = C^Jhl K~m = ( - i r / i s _ m . 

Note that the 5 = 1 components of h vanish and that the mixed form h or 
its contravariant form (relative to ^) have the same spherical components 
since Esm, Wsm, and Wsm are related by index raising and lowering with 
respect to ^. 

The space of mixed second-rank tensors at a point is isomorphic to the 
algebra of 3 x 3 matrices under the operation of contraction of adjacent 
indices (indicated by an Lor J pointing from the covariant index to the 
contravariant one). Any LRS left invariant second-rank mixed tensor field 
Tis of the form T = T0id + T2 W20, where id = ô\ea ® œb = -fîw00 is 
the identity tensor. "Multiplication" of arbitrary mixed second-rank tensors 
by such a tensor therefore requires knowledge of the result of left and right 
multiplication of {J^sm} by W20 (linear transformations in the index s for 
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fixed m since W20 has zero {-spin). This multiplication table is easily evalu
ated. Two trace properties of the basis {Wsm} are useful: 

T r f r ~ = -y3<5s0<5w0, 

These trace and multiplication properties enable one to evaluate any expres
sion quadratic in two second-rank mixed tensor (or tensor density) fields, 
each of which may undergo linear transformations induced by LRS left-
invariant second-rank mixed fields like the mixed Ricci tensor R of ^ and the 
mixed form ft of the gravitational canonical momentum. Index raising and 
lowering by ^ is avoided by using the mixed forms of all relevant second-rank 
fields. The example we have in mind is the evaluation of the Hamiltonian for 
the perturbations of the LRS class A spatially homogeneous spacetimes in 
terms of spherical components. 

The notion of {-spin can be extended to LRS left invariant tensor-valued 
linear differential operators on G. For example, if B and F are a one-form-
valued operator and a symmetric (2) tensor-valued operator each of this 
type, we may introduce their spherical components: 

B = ωΑΒΑ, BA = Cr o B, [M3,5J = -ABA, 
eA L 3 , 

F = WsmFsm, Fsm = C £ - o F, [Af 3, Fsm] = -mFsm. 

The indices A and m of BA and Fsm will be referred to as their {-spin values. 
The simplest examples are the corresponding identity operators whose 
spherical components are just the contraction operators C^ and Cf^; 
themselves which assign to a one-form σ and a (2) tensor field h their spherical 
components σΑ and hsm, respectively. The next simplest example is the exterior 
derivative acting on scalars, an LRS left-invariant one-form-valued first-
order linear differential operator on scalar fields : 

d = -iœaLa = -iœALA, LA = -iCe-i°d, 

L ± 1 = + 2 " 1 / 2 L ± , L0 = L3. 

L± = Li ± iL2 are the "raising and lowering" operators. The operators L3 
and L( + L_} = L\ + L\ commute with M 3 and thus have zero {-spin while 
L+ has {-spin + 1 . ξ-spins of products of operators add. The operators B0, 
L±B±l, Fs o, L±FS±U (L±)2F2±2 a ^ have zero {-spin. This indicates a way 
to obtain zero {-spin expressions from those with nonzero {-spin. For 
example, if X and h are a vector field and (2) tensor, respectively, introduce 
the following "zero {-spin variables": 

%« = χ ο %±l = L+X±\ 
(III.14) 

^so = Ko* âs±l = L ± h s ± 1 , ^ 2 ± 2 = L±h2±2' 
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Using the commutation relations of L ± , L3, and Li+L_)9 the "zero ξ-spin 
components" of any LRS left invariant linear differential operator on vector 
fields X or (2) tensors h (etc.), can be rewritten in terms of powers of L3 and 
L(+ L_) acting on the "zero £-spin variables." (However the transformation to 
zero ξ-spin variables for variables with initially nonzero ξ-spin ±\m\ 
annihilates the part of L2(G) belonging to the kernel of (L + )|m| so these 
subspaces must be separately considered.) 

Thus if one has a complete orthonormal basis {Qj} of L2(G) consisting 
of (possibly generalized) eigenfunctions of L3, L{+L-)9 and a third com
muting operator such as L3, Ll5 or M 3 , LRS spatially homogeneous tensor 
equations on M can be reduced to ODEs on each space of fixed "Fourier 
coefficients" of the "zero £-spin" spherical component variables of all the 
tensor fields involved. It is this property of ξ-spin that Bonanos used [20] 
without realizing the underlying structure present in the problem. 

Our method will be to directly "Fourier analyze" the spherical compo
nents of the tensor (or tensor density) fields involved in the perturbation 
problem, thus relating different "Fourier coefficients" of different spherical 
components in the resulting ODEs (except in the abelian case where both 
methods coincide). In the Hamiltonian approach we proceed in two steps. 
First the Hamiltonian is explicitly evaluated in terms of the spherical com
ponents of the fields of the problem. Then the generalized expansion of each 
spherical component is introduced into the result and the integration is 
carried out using the orthogonality properties of the generalized eigen
functions {Qj} : 

<&,&'> = Sjr, (III.15) 

Here j essentially stands for a collection of eigenvalues of a complete set of 
three commuting operators and ôjr for the product of Kronecker deltas for 
discrete eigenvalues and delta functions for continuous eigenvalues. For 
example, in the type IX case j stands for the discrete eigenvalues JMN 
associated with L2, L3, and L3, respectively, as in Jantzen [14], although for 
simplicity we assume a different normalization for the functions QJMN 

here. 
The canonical variables for the Hamiltonian treatment of the vacuum 

perturbations are a symmetric (2) tensor h and a symmetric (0) tensor density 
p that are canonically conjugate in the sense that their components satisfy 
the following formal Poisson bracket relations (all other brackets vanish): 

{hAxilrtx2)} = Sc
iaôd

b)ôiXxl,x2\ 
(III.16) 

f Sebi, *2)/(*2)(ω123)(χ2) = f(xx\ f e L2(G). 
JG2 
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Transforming to spherical components, one finds that the complex scalar 
and scalar density variables hsm = ( —l)"7is_m and p^= (—l)mps_m are 
canonically conjugate in the following sense: 

{Km(*l\ PZfal)} = <5ss'<5mm'<*e(*l> *2>· (III. 17) 

Their "generalized Fourier coefficients" then satisfy similar bracket 
relations: 

Km = Σ himQ\ Km~ = Σ PLQ'I 

j j 

Km = <Q\ Km\ Pirn = <QJ, Psm\ (ΠΠ8) 

{Km, Pimi = àss.Ômm,Ôjr. 
The generalized sum £_,· stands for a sum over the discrete eigenvalues and 
an integration over the continuous ones. 

Since the linear canonical (point) transformation from (hab, pab) to 
(Km, Psm) involves A and B and is therefore time dependent, one must add to 
the Hamiltonian a term that may be read off the rearrangement that takes 
place in the action integral : 

pabhab - JtfséJl = p^hsm - WséJt + AjfTs/J() 

= P^Km - ^ ^ s p h e r i c a I 

(III.19) 
kJestfJt = -2N Try? L K L Ì 

= Ng~l/2(2 Ύνρ L π L h - Tr π Trp L fi). 

Poisson brackets of the spherical variables with the integrated spherical 
Hamiltonian density HAMspherical = JG ω123 Jfj3L#spherical then give their 
equations of motion. 

This naive derivation oikfflséJi is valid only because the linear canonical 
transformation is a "point transformation." (The specific formula for 
kffîstfJl above is characteristic of the point transformation associated with 
the normalization of the orthogonal frame {ea}, namely, the intermediate 
canonical transformation (hab, pab) -► (hab = h(Ea, Eb\ pab = p{W\ Wb)) -► 
(Km, PsmX which contains all the time dependence.) For a general time-
dependent linear canonical transformation : 

(ZA) = (q\ pd - (zÄ) = (q\ ρτΐ ZA = C\ZË (III.20) 

of the canonical coordinates of the phase space of a finite-dimensional 
mechanical system, one can easily verify that adding the term 

ΔΗ = \ZÄCC
ÄJCDCD-BZ~\ JCD = {Zc\ ZD} (III.21) 
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to the Hamiltonian H compensates for the time dependence of the transfor
mation. In other words the Hamiltonian equations for (ZA) following from 
the Hamiltonian H + AH are the transforms of the original Hamiltonian 
equations for (ZA) following from H. We shall need this result in a subsequent 
section. 

IV. Linearized Hamiltonian for Vacuum LRS Spatially Homogeneous 
Spacetimes 

Moncrief has written down the Hamiltonian form of the linearized vacuum 
Einstein equations, based on ideas of Taub regarding linearized variational 
principles [6,10,10a]. In our case the formal action integral with zero shift 
expressed in the frame {ô/dt, ea} on M is 

ACTIONS, p, ΛΓ, Ν'; 9, π, N\ tl912) = f at A ω 1 2 3 ^ , (IV.l) 
J [ Î I ; Î 2 ] X G 

^ = p
abhab - tftfJl, 

tfséji = \O2je + N'y?' + N , Û ^ ; , 

D2JP = D2Jtr(?9 π) · ((Ä, ρ), (Λ, ρ)), 

Jf' - D J f ( ^ π) · (Λ, ρ), 

^ = / : = Β / α ^ π ) · ( Λ , / ι ) 

= ~ 2 P a | f c - likable - ΪΚ\α\ 

^ a — fa — ~27Za\b. 

Explicit expressions for these quantities may be found in the cited work of 
Moncrief. We include the expressions for c/a and #'a to emphasize that the 
momentum constraint functional β = f aof and its linearization f should 
be considered as one-form-valued rather than vector field-valued densities in 
order to be dual to the shift vector field and its linearization and avoid 
needless complications arising from the "unnatural choice." 

For example, if X is a vector field on G the following formula holds : 

\X J D 2 / = iXaD2fa = -2Xa(Kpb
clb + ±pbc(2hablc - hbc]a)) 

= pab(2?xh)ab-2(Xahacpc%. (IV.2) 
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Comparison with the formula: 

X J / = n«\<£x9)ab - 2{Xagacf\ (IV.3) 

shows that the formal linearized Poisson brackets of functionals of the form 

E(X) = \\X J D2fœ123 (IV.4) 
JG 

are identical with the formal Poisson brackets [5] of the functionals 

JG 

of the full constraints, namely: 

{E(X),E(Y)}=E&X9Y]). (IV.5) 

In fact if we restrict our attention to square-integrable fields (fields whose 
components in the frame e are square-integrable), then the integrated 
divergences vanish and we have simply: 

= f ω123ι 
JG 

E(X)= ω123ρ/*(#χΗ)Λ. (IV.6) 
JG 

This functional generates the natural action on the linearized L2-phase space 
of the one-parameter group of diffeomorphisms of G associated with the 
vector field X. In particular, the quantities 

Ea = E(ëa) = î<p, Lah\ 

Εξ=Ε(ξ)= -i<p,Af3Ä>, 

E3 = E(e3)= -i<p,L3h\ ( I V ' 7 ) 

5, Λ> = Γ ω 1 

JG 
(p,h} = œl2ipabh ab 

generate the action of the isometry group of ^ on this space. These are con
served quantities since {ëa, ξ, e3} are spacetime Killing vector fields. This 
means that for a given solution of the linearized Hamiltonian equations 
at a fixed background solution, these quantities have time-independent 
values. In the compact case they must be constrained to vanish because of 
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linearization stability requirements [5,6]. Except in the type I case, because 
of the relation 

nM3 = L3 + Lz, (IV.8) 

at most two linearly independent operators from the set {La, M3,L3} can be 
simultaneously diagonalized. Whether we choose {L3, L3, M3}, {L3, L J or 
any other subset of commuting operators, then on a simultaneous eigenspace 
of pairs of eigentensors (h, p) with coinciding eigenvalues, the corresponding 
conserved quantities are each proportional to the single quantity 

E= -Kp,h}. (IV.9) 

[For continuous eigenvalues E will contain a factor (5(0) since the corre
sponding generalized eigentensors are not themselves square-integrable but 
satisfy delta function normalizations as in (III. 15).] 

The nonderivative terms in the Hamiltonian must first be written in terms 
of the mixed tensor (and tensor density) fields Â, p, ft, R, which permits an 
easy evaluation in terms of spherical components as discussed in the previous 
section; the term AjfstfJÌ which changes the Hamiltonian density to the 
spherical one must also be added. The first term \ND2ffl in the Hamiltonian 
density together with the additional term kJtséJl consists of a kinetic energy 
term ^-sPherical = g~ + A^séJt containing the momenta and a potential 
energy term <% quadratic in h. °U itself consists of a nonderivative part 
involving π and R, which may be simplified somewhat using the super-
Hamiltonian constraint J f = 0, and a complicated derivative term Ngl/2 

Der(/z, h). Since N and g1/2 depend only on the time r, we may integrate by 
parts on G treating them as constants. Furthermore, the exact differential 
three-forms arising in such an integration by parts in the expression 
Jfj36#sphericalœ123 may be discarded without affecting the equations of 
motion. We can therefore replace Der(/i, h) by the following expression 
differing only by a divergence: 

fc«6(DER · hU = ±A*(Ad»|c - ± W f - i^ci*) 
-ÏK(ha\ab - A*6|el"). 

The LRS left invariant symmetric (2) tensor-valued second-order linear 
differential operator DER defined here is formally symmetric in the sense 
that /cfl5(DER · h)ah - /zab(DER · k)ab is a covariant divergence. (DER is a 
self-adjoint operator when acting on square-integrable tensor fields.) From 
now on we assume that tfsrfJt^*"^ has undergone these modifications. 

To evaluate the spherical Hamiltonian and associated equations of motion 
requires the individual evaluation of ^sPh e r i c a l , < ,̂ j r , / ' , /)Jf*, and / ) / * 
in terms of spherical components, the most lengthly and tedious calculation 
being ftfli,(DER · h)ab, which involves the complicated covariant derivatives. 
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The results are as follows : 

jedJi^"™x = % - 1 / 2 { | ρ 2 ± 2 1 2 + ΙΡ2±1Ι2 + IP20I2 

- il/Oui2 + ^AiPlUh2±2 + h2±1P2±2) 
+ i(nA + πΒ)(ρ2ΤΤ''2±ι + h2±iP2±i) + U^A + 2nB)(p2~Qh20 + Ί20Ρ20) 
+ Min A + πΒ)(ρ^/ι0 0 + ΊοοΡοο) 
- i2ll2(nA - nB)(p2^h00 + p^h20 + h00p20 + h20Poo)} 
+ \Ngl'1A~l{h2±2(2Ag-1nA + 2n2<52 + \Ô2L2 

+ (2nc)2 - 2-J^)L3)h2±2 + h2±l(.2Ag~lnAnB-+ 2nJf + {L^L^ 
+ ÌJVL3)h2±l + $h20(2Ag-\2nAnB + πΒ) + Jf(4n + JVÔ~2) 
+ L(+L_} - {ò2L\)h20 + ih00(Ag- \\2π2

Α + 20πΑπΒ + πΒ) 
+ \JT{An - Jib'1) - 2(L(+ L_, + ô2L2

3))h00 

+ i2ll2h2~0(Ag-l(6n2
A - 5πΑπΒ ~_η2

Β) - Jf(n - JTÔ~2) 
+ ^ ( + £ _ , - ô2L2

3)h00 + &l2hÜAg-\(>n2
A - 5πΑπΒ - π2

Β) 
- JT{n -JVÔ-2) + {L^L., - ô2L2

3)h20 

+ ln[h2±2LTh2±l + h2±iL±h2±2] 
± 2θ['ϊ2±2^(3·^±)'Ι2±1 + h2±ìL(3L±)h2±2] 
+ (r^liiìnò + 2J^Ô-1)h2~0 + U.nô - J^Ô-1)K0)L±h2±1 

+ h2±1LT((htô + 2jVÔ^)h20 + Unô - A-ô-^hoo)! 
± i ^ 1 / 2 [ ( / i 2 o + 21'2h00)L(3L±)h2±l + h2±lL,3L + )(h2o + 21'2Λ£ο)] 
+ ih2±1LT

2h2±l + iih2±2LT
2Yh + YhL±

2h2±2-]} + N'#" + N'Af'A; 

JT = gmA-\\L±
2h2±2 - {ino - JVÔ-l)L±h2±i + <5L(3L±)ft2±1) 

+ 6'il2g^2A-\-L{+L^h2o ~2 2l'2h00) + 2ô2L2(h20 + 2ll2h00) 
- (2JT(n - Nò-2) + 2Ag-'%B(nA - nB)h20) 
+ 6-ll2g-l'\-4(nA - πΒ)ρ20 + (2πλ + πΒ)21/2ρ00); 

/'±ï = ± i 2 1 / 2 ( - L ± p 2 ± 2 - (^δ'1 - <5(±L3 + η))ρ2±ι + L+XP 

- nAL±h2±2 - {nAJiô~l - nBô(±L3 + n))h2±l + ^nBL+ Yh); 

f'0 = i(+ô-1L±(p2±l + nAh2±1) + L3(2YP + nBYh + 2nAXh))\ 

((h, p), DJT*N') = g^A-^Ï^Z^2 - W K n < 5 - ^ < T ' ^ 
± òLi3L^) + 6-il2h20(-L(+L_) + 2Ò2L2

3 + 2JT(Jfò-2 - ή) 
- 2Ag-lnB{nA - πΒ) + 3~1 / 2V;(2L( + L-, + 252L2) 
+ 6ll2(-4Ag-l(nA - πΒ)ρΤο + Ag~l(2nA + πΒ)ρ^)Ν'; 

((h, p), Df*AN'A) = ±i2ll2((p2-T2 + nAhT±~2)LT + ( ρ ^ , + π ^ / ^ ^ " 1 

- (PJTi + nBh2±l)ô(±_L3 + n) -JX„ + ^iBYh)L±W±l 

+ i(S-l(p2Tl + nAh2±i)L^ - (2Fp + nBY„ + 2nAXh)L3)N'°. (IV. 10) 
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We have used repeated + symbols to indicate a sum over upper and lower 
signs in sign-independent expressions like 2ff" and #'0 only: 

\h2±i\2 = h2~T2h2±2 = \h2 + 2\2 + \h2.2\\ 
(IV.ll) 

± L±h2±1 = L+h2 + 1 - L_h2-X. 

Brackets in the Hamiltonian enclose pairs of terms that are equal upon 
integration by parts. Poisson brackets of psm with either term in a pair agree 
and are easily evaluated by considering the term containing hsm. We have 
also introduced the abbreviations Xh, Yh, and Xp, Yp for the following 
combinations of the m = 0 spherical components : 

XH = 6" 1/2(h20 + y/ïhoo), Yh=6-^2(2h20 - Jlh00). (IV. 12) 

With the following choice of the linearized lapse used by Bonanos (who 
also assumes N = 1) 

ΛΓ = -±Nhl = -±NYh9 (IV.13) 

one can obtain equations satisfied by the "zero ξ-spin variables" and from 
these, the vacuum limit of the second-order equations for the variables used 
by Bonanos in the perfect fluid case. For m φ 0 these variables are closely 
related to the real and imaginary parts of the "zero £-spin variables." In fact 
by keeping track of the background constraint function 2tf and the Einstein 
components 4Ga

b in the evaluation of the linearized Hamiltonian and 
Hamiltonian equations and with the proper insertion of the perfect fluid 
driving terms into the homogeneous vacuum equations, one can recover the 
perfect fluid perturbation equations themselves. 

V. Harmonic Analysis 

The action of either left or inverse right translation of L2(G) by dragging 
along is an infinite-dimensional unitary representation of G (the "left regular 
representation" or the "right regular representation"), which may be de
composed into a direct sum/integral of irreducible unitary representations 
for the groups of interest to us [22]. An orthonormal basis {Qj} of L2(G) 
adapted to each of these decompositions consists of the matrix elements of 
certain of the irreducible unitary representations of G. [Whenever) involves 
continuous indices, the corresponding elements of this basis do not them
selves belong to L2(G) but satisfy a delta function normalization as in (III. 15) 
and hence must be integrated against square-integrable functions of the 
continuous indices to yield elements of L2(G).~] 
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Any element fin L2(G) then has a generalized expansion 

f = lfjQJ, fj = «2\f\ (v.i) 
j 

where ^ is a sum/integral over an appropriate index space in which j takes 
values. The collection of indices symbolized by j must include one index or a 
pair of indices specifying the irreducible unitary representation and two 
indices labeling the matrix elements for that given representation. In the 
nondegenerate case for example, a parameter associated with the image of 
the Casimir operator L2 (together with an additional parameter for types 
VII0 and VIII [23]) is necessary to specify the representation, while if the 
image of the operator L3 in each representation is diagonal, the matrix 
element indices may be assumed to take values in the corresponding set of 
eigenvalues of that image operator in each representation in the direct 
sum/integral. The basis then consists of simultaneous eigenfunctions of 
L2 = L2, L3, and L3 and the shift operators L+ and L + raise and lower the 
eigenvalues of the latter two operators; symbolically we may write: 

L±QJ = ei±Qj±1. (V.2) 

For Bianchi type II, L3 is itself a Casimir operator and a slightly different 
scheme is used; one seeks simultaneous eigenfunctions of L3 , Lu and 
Li+L-)9 which have the interpretation of "transition matrix elements" 
rather than matrix elements with respect to a fixed basis. For Bianchi type I 
with the R3 topology, ordinary Fourier integration is used and the basis 
consists of simultaneous eigenfunctions of {La}. 

In each case, the functions {Qj} are eigenfunctions of L( + L_} and L3 with 
real eigenvalues. [For type VII0, L^L-) = L2, while for types VIII and IX, 
Li+L-} = Jf(L2 — L2).] Except in the abelian case (and some abelianlike 
representations for type II) in which L + are diagonal, the operators L+ act 
as shift operators on these eigenvalues and the quantities £j+ may be assumed 
to be real. Since we are interested in real functions, it is worth noting that the 
eigenfunctions Qj satisfy the following reality conditions that are inherited 
by the expansion coefficients/7 of a real function/ e L2(G): 

ß7 = (-irü)ß7, (V.3) 
where j are the indices associated with the complex conjugate representation. 
The relevant spectra, the values of ej

± and o(j) and other details of the 
harmonic analysis sketched here may be found in the author's dissertation 
[11]. 

The tensor product of the basis {Qj} with a given spherical basis {eA}, 
{ωΑ}, {Wsm}, {Wsm}, or {Esm} provides an orthogonal basis of the space of 
square-integrable tensor fields ofthat type; the expansion coefficients in this 
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basis are just the expansion coefficients of the spherical components in the 
basis {Qj}: 

Xj
A = Qjœ\ Xj

A = QjeA; 
(V.4) 

T{m = QWsm, T{m = Q>W-9 T*\m = QŒsm. 

The inner product of two complex-valued (p
q) tensor fields S and T is given 

by 

<S,T}= f ω^Υ'ΖΕ^Χ.."-

= gll\Sa'h^Ta„b~\ (V.5) 

where the indices on T are raised and lowered with respect to /. {g~1/4Tj
sm} 

is an orthonormal basis, for example. Each such basis satisfies reality con
ditions of the following kind that are inherited by the expansion coefficients 
of real tensor fields: 

TL = (-iy{j)+mTlm. (V.6) 

For tensor densities, the factor g1/2 is replaced by g~1/2 in (V.5). 
In the nondegenerate case, the spherical bases are eigenvectors of both 

L3 and M3 = L3 + L3 with coinciding eigenvalues and the tensor product 
bases consist of simultaneous eigenvectors of L2, L3, L3, and M3 (but not 
L2). The elements of these bases can be grouped into bases of each space of 
fixed eigenvalues of L2, L3, and L3 (and hence of M3 as well); the generic 
dimension of these spaces equals the number of independent components of 
the type of tensor field involved. For example, in the type IX case) stands for 
JMN and QJMN is an eigenfunction of L2 = L2, L3,L3, and M3 with eigen
values J(J + 1), M, JV, and M + N, while AJ

A
MN and TJ

S™N are eigenvectors 
of L2, L3, L3, and M3 with respective sets of eigenvalues J(J + 1), M, 
Jt = N + A, Jt + M and J(J + 1), M, Jt = N + m, Ji + M. L+ act as 
raising and lowering operators on the eigenvalue M while L± act as such on 
the eigenvalue of N of QJMN only: 

£ QJMN _ SJMQJM±1N £ QJMN _ EJNQJMN±1. 

L± TJ
sn

MN = sJ
±

MTJ
s%±iN, sJ

±
M = (J(J + 1) - M(M ± 1))1/2. 

The spaces FJMJi, χ3ΜΜ^ a nd JJMM 0f functions, one-forms and covariant 
tensor fields of fixed eigenvalues of L2, L3, and L3 in general have dimensions 
1, 3, and 6 with bases: 

IQJM^} {XJA
MN\N + A = Jt) {TJ

S"N\N + m = Ji\ s = 0, 2}. (V.8) 
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Upper and lower bounds on the eigenvalue N associated with nontrivial 
kernels of the operators L± on L2(G) reduce these dimensions. For example, 
the spaces TJM±iJ+mo) have dimensions 1, 2,4, 5, 6, for m0 = 2,1,0, - 1 , - 2 , 
and only those spherical components with ±m > m0 are nonzero. The 
spaces χ™±ν+«ο) a n d FJM±(J+m0) h a v e dimensions 0,1,2,3,3, and 0,0,1,1,1 
for that range of m0, and only those spherical components with ±A > m0 are 
nonzero in the first case. For types VIII and VII0, the single index J associated 
with L2 must be supplemented by an additional parameter. In all three cases 
let / symbolize the representation parameters and the eigenvalues of L3 and 
L3 (JMJi in the type IX case). The spaces F7, X1, T7, etc., are important since 
LRS spatially homogeneous tensor equations couple only the spaces with 
common index /, since they are the simultaneous eigenspaces of a maximal 
set of commuting operators constructed from the Killing Lie derivatives that 
commute with all LRS spatially homogeneous linear differential operators. 
For Bianchi type II the corresponding spaces are not as easily described in 
terms of the eigenvalues ; since {QJ} are here eigenfunctions of L<3, L<+L_\, 
and Ll9 the tensor product bases consist of eigenvectors of L3, Ll9 and 
I?{

T+L°Ih
)9 where the orbital operators L°a

rb are defined as in (III.3). For type I 
the tensor product bases consist of eigenvectors of La = L°a

rb and the cor
responding spaces F7, X1, T7, etc., are just the spaces of fixed Fourier 
coefficients of the spherical components. 

The linearized Hamiltonian equations for the variables (Λ, ρ; ΛΓ, Ν') 
reduce the ODEs on each space 

s1 = T1 e c r y ® F7 0 x\ (v.9) 
where (*Γψ is the space of tensor densities corresponding to Γ*7. To evaluate 
the coefficients of such equations with respect to the appropriate eigen tensor 
bases, using type IX as an example, one may simply replace (hsm9psm;N\ N'A) 
by (hJ

s^J(~m, vìmM~m\ N'JMJi, NJ
A

MJ(-A) and the operators L3,L±,Li+L_) 
by the appropriate constants, i.e. : 

r 2 r. „JM — m+XpJM — mi-JMM — m. 
^ + nsm fc + fc + nsm -> 

L 3 ^ N , L ( + L _ ) ^ J(J + 1 ) - N2. 

Because of the orthonormality of the basis {Qj}, one may similarly evaluate the 
contribution to the summand/integral of a real quadratic functional like 
the Hamiltonian or the conserved quantities from S1 or P1 = T® (*Γ*)7, 
respectively. However, it must always be accompanied by the corresponding 
contribution from the complex conjugate space because of the reality con
ditions. Canonically conjugate variables hj

sm and pJ
sm = (— l)ffC/')+mpi_m 

belong to complex conjugate representations, so it is only the sum of the two 
contributions that generates the correct Hamiltonian equations for the 
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canonical variables in P1. (For type IX, j stands for J — M — N.) Similarly, 
only the sum of the contributions to the real conserved quantities is real and 
a constant of the motion for the finite dimensional dynamics on S1. For 
example: 

= 2JtIm(pim
M ~M~m, KmM -M~my. (V.ll) 

VI. The Moncrief Decomposition 

The vacuum gravitational configuration space for spacetimes with mani
fold R x G is Ji = RIEM(G), the space of Riemannian metrics on G. The 
corresponding phase space is P = T*Ji ~ Ji x S] (the tilde indicates a 
natural identification), where S2 ^ M is the space of symmetric (2) tensor 
fields on G, and S2 is the dual space of symmetric (0) tensor densities on G. The 
natural symplectic two-form Ω and metric ^ on P are defined by: 

Ω((Αι, ΡίΧ (h2,p2)) = <ΡιΛυ - <Pi, h2}; 

9((hi9 PiX (hl9 p2)) = <Ai, h2} + <P l, p2>; 

(huh2}= [œi23gil2Jrhx L hl9 hieS2; (VI. 1) 

JG 

These are compatible in the sense that the contravariant form of Ω with 
respect to & coincides with the symplectic inverse Ω" l of Ω; let Ω = "^~ * J 
Ω" be the mixed form of Ω with respect to G: 

CKiPu Αιλ (h29p2)) = Ω(*~ \hl9 Pl), (h2,p2)). (VI.2) 

Associated with the tensor fields Ω - 1 and ^~l on P are linear maps from 
each cotangent space Γ*Ρ(05 π) ~ S2 x S2 onto the tangent space TPigt n) ~ 
S2 x Sj9 which we shall denote by J and *, with inverses J'1 and * - 1 . Let 
J : S2 x Si -► S2 x Si be the linear transformation of each tangent space 
into itself associated with Ω: 

J = Jo*-\ J 2 = - 1 , - J o J = *; 

A(h,p) = (g-l,Y,-9ì,2hs), (VI.3) 

J(p9 h) = (h9 -p\ *(p, h) = (g-i/2p\ gl,2h-~). 
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We follow the notational conventions of Fischer and Marsden [5] ; # and \> 
indicate the co variant and contra variant forms of con tra variant and co variant 
tensors or tensor densities, respectively. In terms of spherical components, 
(IV. 1) and (VI.3) take the following form: 

tK(hl9pl)9(h2,p2)) 

mhuPil(h2,p2)) 

^(Km.Psm) 

J(Psm> Km) = (Km, -Psm)· 

J is the natural almost complex structure associated with a compatible 
metric and symplectic two-form; it satisfies the following identities: 

9Ç3X, AY) = %(X, Y) = Ω(Χ, - J7 ) , X, Y G S2 X Sj. (VI.5) 

The Moncrief decomposition is an orthogonal decomposition (orthogonal 
with respect to ^ ) of each tangent space ΤΡ{9ίΚ) ~ 52 x S] to a point 
(^, π) G C c P of the constraint space C: 

C = {(,, π) G PI < ^ , π) = 0}, φ = (ΜΤ, / ) . (VI.6) 

This orthogonal direct sum has the following form [5,6] : 

S2 x Sj = (ker D(/> n ker D0 o J) Θ Ran J o D</>* Θ Ran - J ° J o /)0* 
= GAUGED π) Θ GAUGE^, π) ® CONSTRAINT^, π). (VI.7) 

The first subspace is invariant under J while J is an isomorphism between 
the second two subspaces. We are only interested in this decomposition at 
LRS left-invariant points of P and the tensor harmonic expansion technique 
we are using forces us to limit our attention to the L2-tangent space to P at 
these points, i.e., the square-integrable subspace of S2 x Sj. 

Since the operators involved in the Moncrief decomposition are LRS 
left-invariant linear differential operators on G, the decomposition projects 
to an orthogonal direct sum of each eigenspace P1 of the orthogonal direct 
sum/integral decomposition of the square-integrable subspace of S2 x Sj 
(more precisely, of its complexification). On each space P\ these operators 
are linear transformations (also involving F1 and X1) whose matrices with 
respect to the eigentensor bases are easily evaluated from (IV. 10) and the 
remarks following (V.9). The components of these matrices are all real except 
for type I and the abelianlike type II representations. 

The eigentensor basis of P1 is an orthogonal symplectic basis; in the type 
IX case it is explicitly 

{{TJMM-m^ 0)> ( a +T*jMjt-m)\s = o, 2; m = 2 , . . . , - 2 } . (VI.8) 

— \Plsmi " i s m ) ~ (Plsnn ^2sm) 

= gi/2<hism, h2sm> + g" 1 /2<pism, p2sm)\ 

= (g ■ 1 / 2 . -g1/2hsJ; 
(VI.4) 

file:///Plsmi
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Normalizing this basis by factors of g ± 1/2 leads to an orthonormal symplectic 
basis of P7, i.e., an "orthosymplectic" basis. By a symplectic basis we mean 
that it consists of conjugate pairs (E\ Fj\ which satisfy Ω(Ε\ Fr) = ôjr, 
although the ordering of the basis is left free. The expansion coefficients in a 
symplectic basis are canonical coordinates, with the (complex conjugate of 
the) Fj coordinate being the momentum conjugate to the Ej coordinate. 

The Moncrief decomposition can be "solved" by finding a new ortho
symplectic basis of P1 adapted to the orthogonal direct sum (VI.7). The linear 
transformation to this new basis is a canonical transformation with respect 
to the linearized canonical structure of TP, the linearized phase space. Since 
it involves (^, π) nontrivially, this is a time-dependent linear canonical 
transformation for each background solution of the full Hamiltonian 
equations. Moncrief [10a] has referred to this class of canonical transfor
mations, although the most general such transformation mentioned there 
may be obtained by completing any basis of GAUGE(y π) to a symplectic 
basis of the whole tangent space. 

A basis for (GAUGE^ π))7 can be found by row reduction of the direct 
sum of the matrices of φφ)1 and {ϋφ ° J)7; the ordering of the orthogonal 
symplectic eigentensor basis in sequential conjugate pairs is crucial for this 
step. An orthosymplectic basis {Eh — J £ J can then be obtained by an obvious 
modification of the Gramm-Schmidt orthonormalization algorithm that 
incorporates the symplectic condition. {(J ° DJf *1)7, (J ° D^*A l)7} is a basis 
of (GAUGE($, π))7 Applying Gramm-Schmidt to it yields an orthonormal 
basis {ΕΛ} whose image by the map — J is an orthonormal basis of (CON
STRAINT^ π))7 such that the direct sum basis of the direct sum of the 
two subspaces is an orthosymplectic basis, as a consequence of (VI.5). Putting 
these bases together leads to an orthosymplectic basis of the whole space P1 

adapted to the Moncrief decomposition : 

{Em} = {Ei9 -JEt;Ea9 -SEa}. (VI.9) 

Let {ZR} = {hJ
sm9 pj

sm} be the original canonical coordinates on P1 and 
{Z(R)} = {Q\ Pt; Ga, Ca} be the new canonical coordinates: 

ZR = E*S)Z{S\ (VI.10) 

The Hamiltonian is a sum/integral of contributions from each space S7 

consisting of a Hermitian quadratic form in the canonical coordinates of P1 

and another Hermitian quadratic form involving cross terms between P7 

and F7 x X1. Because (VI. 10) is a time-dependent linear canonical trans
formation, in addition to transforming the quadratic forms to the new 
canonical variables, we must add the term 

(AHAMspherical) l = ÌZ{R)E%JuvÈlS)Z(S) (VI.11) 
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This differs from (III.21) only in that it is a Hermitian rather than a symmetric 
quadratic form. 

The contribution to the summand/integrand of the new Hamiltonian 
from both S1 and S1 generates the Hamiltonian equations of motion for the 
new canonical variables {Z(R)}. The canonically conjugate variables (β', Ρ,) 
of I the subspace (GAUGE^ n))' are gauge invariant and decouple from the 
pure gauge variables Ga and the canonically conjugate linearized constraint 
variables Ca, which are also gauge invariant. ("Canonically conjugate" 
involves complex conjugation as well.) This decoupling occurs since the cross 
terms between (Q\ Ρ,) and {Ga} in the Hermitian form Hamiltonian vanish. 
They must vanish in order that the linearized constraints Ca = 0 be preserved 
(i.e., Ca = 0 when Ca = 0). The reduced Hamiltonian for the gauge invariant 
variables is just that part of the Hamiltonian involving only (Q\ Pf). 

In the generic case when the (complex) dimension of P1 is 12, the linear 
algebra we have described for solving the Moncrief decomposition and 
transforming the Hamiltonian is too complicated to carry out by hand but 
could be programmed in a symbolic manipulation computer language. 
However, for types II, VIII, and IX, lower-dimensional spaces associated with 
the kernels of L± exist on which the linear algebra is manageable. The spaces 
for types II and VIII are exactly analogous to those for type IX described 
after (V.8). The spaces P1 for m0 = 2 are automatically gauge invariant, but 
for m0 — 1, (GAUGE^ π))7 and (GAUGE(i, π))7 have dimension 2 and 1, 
respectively, and the adapted orthosymplectic basis is easily obtained. The 
transformation of the Hamiltonian is rather complicated and is under 
present investigation. The results of this special case should indicate whether 
gauge invariant perturbation theory is a simplification or complication in 
spatially homogeneous cosmology. 
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